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"Rejuvinating Our Senses" and "Next Steps" were 
created by Karen Wilk and Preston Pouteaux with 
Forge Canada Missional Training Network. Used with 
permission.  

"Thirty Days of Praying Through the Neighborhood" was created by Kirk 
Lauckner, The Navigators. Used with permission. navigators.org

ONLINE
• CBWC's Church Planting Blog: churchplantingatcbwc.wordpress.com
• Forge Canada Missional Training Network: forgecanada.ca
• Art of Neighboring: artofneighboring.com

BOOKS 
• Fitch, David. Faithful Presence: Seven Disciplines that Shape the Church

for Mission (PRAXIS: 2017).
• Halter, Hugh & Smay, Matt. The Tangible Kingdom (Jossey-Bass: 2008)

and The Tangible Kingdom Primer (Missio Publishing: 2009).
• Hagley, Scott. Eat What Is Set Before You:  A Missiology of the

Congregation in Context (Urban Loft: 2019).
• Harding, Nic. Reimagine Church: Clarify the Win, Escape the Busyness

and	Fulfill	Your	True	Purpose	(Missio Publishing: 2018).
• Pouteaux, Preston: The Bees of Rainbow Falls: Finding Faith, 

Imagination and Delight in Your Neighbourhood (Urban Loft: 2017).
• Sparks, Paul et al. The New Parish; How Neighborhood Churches are

Transforming Mission, Discipleship and Community (PRAXIS: 2014).
• Wilk, Karen. Don't Invite Them to Church: Moving from a Come and See

to a Go and Be Church (Faith Alive: 2010).

RESOURCE LISTING
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Rejuvenating our Senses: a Three-Part Experiment

1. Neighbourhood Mapping Exercise: 90 Paces Out

Welcome to your neighbourhood. There are very few people in the world 
who know, love, and are paying close attention to your place like you are. This 
exercise is about using your imagination and memory (which have been formed 
by walking, smelling, seeing, and engaging with your place) to craft a map of your 
place. Without looking at a satellite map, use the space below to draw your 
neighbourhood. Think about starting at your home and walking 90 paces out in 
each direction. For this exercise, that’s about the limit if your immediate neigh-
bourhood, the very closest people who live around you. 
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2. Neighbourhood Encounter Reflection

Ignatian Spirituality offers a “Review of Prayer” process whereby we are invited 
to reflect more deeply on our prayer experience. Similarly, it is not enough 
to have many experiences in your neighbourhood, we need to reflect on the 
experiences we’ve already had. This guided reflection is intended to help you 
turn over an experience of your neighbourhood in your imagination and ask 
questions of yourself and God in that place. We remember that Jesus loves and 
moves within the 90 paces out from your home. We can say with confidence 
that God was at work in the experience you recall.

1. Take five minutes, but no more than fifteen minutes, to reflect and   
 invite God into this time.
2. Looking back on your neighbourhood map, reflect on an encounter  
 you have had recently in your neighbourhood. It could be any moment,  
 memory, emotion, person, or event that is connected to a particular  
 place in your neighbourhood. 
3. Invite God’s Spirit to bring you back to that moment or experience to  
 feel, sense, and recall elements of that encounter.
4. Mark the place on your map where this experience happened.
5. Reflect and write down what key emotions describe your experience.  
 What were you feeling?
6. What part of the experience hold your attention and stand out?
7. What images are most prominent?
8. God’s Spirit was close by in this encounter, God created all you see   
 and loves the place and people in your experience. What might you  
 sense God doing, saying, or reaching out in this experience? 
9. What do you think God is hoping to show you about himself?

As we take time to reflect on our neighbourhood experiences and resist 
overlooking them as accidental or incidental, we begin to give practice to our 
imagination to see our place and people as God does. 

Rejuvenating our Senses: a Three-Part Experiment
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3. Listening to the Neighbourhood

Start with a quiet and attentive walk around "the block." Try doing this a few 
times. As you walk around the neighbourhood, consider :  

• Who is on the street? What are people doing? 
• Are there things that surprise you? What raises your curiosity? 
• What creates concern or questions? Is there anything that catches  
 your attention in a way that you want to ask more questions or get  
 more information?

Take a few pictures that show something you’ve discovered on your walks and/
or capture a story about the neighbourhood that you would like to share. Share 
and reflect on what you have noticed/discovered on your walk with others on 
the journey. 

Map/draw/chart your neighbourhood and include:

• Homes and buildings (schools, shops, religious facilities, hospitals)
• Places (like parks) and landmarks (the famous tree; the infamous  
 corner)
• People: include as many details as possible such as physical features  
 (ethnic background, age), names, pet’s names, family, vocation,  
 hobbies, passions, worldview, values, questions, burdens, struggles

Mark your activity locations: daily, weekly (1-3 x), monthly
• For example, work place, piano lessons, recreational and sporting  
 activities, place of worship
• Note where your time is spent, especially your 5-9 and weekend  
 free hours.

Rejuvenating our Senses: a Three-Part Experiment
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Create symbols to identify what God might be up to in your neighbourhood; 
where the Spirit might be hovering, lamenting, celebrating, etc… 

As you look at and talk with the Lord about your map, notice the following:
• Where is your attention drawn?
• What might God want you to see that you might not have been  
 aware of before?
• What makes you smile? What makes you anxious?
• What might God be doing? How will you respond?
• What might be God’s dream for your neighbourhood?
• How will you join the Spirit at work in your neighbourhood? 
 Whom else might you invite to join you on this journey?
• What Biblical narrative connects with your current understanding  
 of your neighbourhood and God’s presence/activity there?
• Pray for "eyes to see" and for your neighbours/neighbourhood.

Mortal, look closely and listen attentively, and set your mind upon all that I shall show you, 
for you were brought here in order that I might show it to you; declare all that you see to 

the house of Israel. (Ezekiel 40:4)

Rejuvenating our Senses: a Three-Part Experiment
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Next Steps: Being a Neighbour

1. Hospitality Journal
Keep a journal to record and reflect on your neighbouring hospitality. Even a 
wave of acknowledgement begins the movement from stranger to acquain-
tance. One way to pay attention to and expand your practices would be to 
use the following table to track your connections—use a dash per contact 
and add them up! Each week try to increase the quality and quantity of your 
hospitality. The examples are just suggestions; feel free to edit and add for 
you and your context.

INTERACTION SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT

Wave

Hello

Conversation

Drink @ your 
home
Drink @ their 
home

Meal together

Communal 
gathering

Celebration
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2: Have a Block Party!
The idea of a neighbourhood block party is to bring neighbours  
together.  It’s a good idea to find 1 or 2 neighbours to help you    
with the event. One can take the ”Lone Ranger” approach, and    
it can be a great event.  However, it may make it more difficult to   
find someone else to organize it next year. 

GETTING STARTED
•  The first step is to create an Organizing Committee.  It is import 
 ant to include everyone in the decisions about the event. 
• If this is the first time you may want to send out a flyer to explain  
 what a Block Party is, encourage attendance, perhaps share some  
 of the benefits, get opinions on how to handle the food, and  
 possible dates and times to have the event.
• Enlist as many neighbours as you can to help out. Someone can   
 type the flyer; someone else can collect them.  You may want to  
 ask some kids to drop the flyers in the mailboxes. 

 
TYPES OF BLOCK PARTIES
  Which type of block party will work best in your neighbourhood? 

• Barbecues: organizers purchase all that is needed and neighbours  
 provide the money; everyone brings his or her own meat. 
• Picnics: everyone brings their own meal.
• Pot lucks: everyone brings one dish.
• Catered meals: everyone shares the cost and the food is purchased. 

 
Try not to go overboard, it can make people feel the event is too much 
work. Keep it simple! 
 

Next Steps: Being a Neighbour
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3.  HOW BIG TO MAKE IT
• Start off with a smaller event rather than a large one.  It can always  
 grow, but it is hard to shrink it.
• In selecting who to invite, use natural neighbourhood boundaries  
 where possible (i.e. end of the block). If you are planning a street or  
 cul-de-sac party, you need to invite everyone from that area. 
• Decide early and make it clear in your flyer if this will be a block  
 party restricted to those on the street/block or whether people  
 can invite friends/relatives (if yes how many). 

 
 4.  LOCATION  

•  Alley, Street, Park: Because these locations are on public lands,   
 a permit may be required.  Safety needs to be an important factor  
 in planning!
• Other Options: a neighbour’s backyard, house, garage (rainout),   
 common room in apt/condo 

 
5.  THE TIMING TO GET THE EVENT PLANNED

• For a first time block party, distribute the first flyer requesting   
 feedback 4 to 5 weeks before the event. Adjustments may need to  
 be made if a neighbour already has an event of their own planned.
• Once the Committee has looked at all the suggestions, the final 
 flyer with date, time and what to bring should go out 3 weeks   
 before the event. 
• Mid-May to end of August is a good time. 
• A weekend date or holiday is often the best time for the event
• Have an alternate rainout day planned, just in case. 
• Keep in mind who lives in the neighbourhood when setting the   
 hours for the party.  If young children or seniors are living near the  
 party area plan to finish by 9:00pm. 

Next Steps: Being a Neighbour
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6.  GETTING THE WORD OUT 
It is important to keep neighbours informed.  Here are some ideas: 

• Flyers can be used with a request to drop back their suggestions  
 for the event in your mailbox. 
• Information can be gathered from your neighbours by going door- 
 to-door.  This adds a personal touch and people often offer to help.
• A casual approach can be used to inform neighbours as you see  
 them out doing their lawns. 
• Neighbours can be called on the phone.  (If you don’t know your  
 neighbours, a reverse directory telephone book can be used.  They 
 are available at libraries.)
• Make an extra effort to get your new Canadian neighbours out to  
 the event (see the handout in the kit for some ideas). 
• To reach neighbours in Townhouses, apartments and condos, it   
 is best to approach the manager.  They will let you know how to  
 get in touch with the residents.
• Take every opportunity to talk it up in the neighbourhood as often  
 as possible prior to the event. 

 
7.   ROLE OF THE ORGANIZERS

• Make decisions about the set up. 
• Act as a greeter at the event.
• Introduce new neighbours and help them make connections. 
• Make sure the clean up is done. (You may wish to inspire clean up  
 by rewarding the children with a prize.) 

 

Next Steps: Being a Neighbour
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8.   SET UP 
• Set up a sign-in book for records for the next year, and it can help  
 develop a contact list for the neighbourhood.  
• Nametags are important.  Decide what you want neighbours to  
 write on their name tags (e.g. first and last names, house numbers).  
• Line up tables for the food and have a few garbage cans available. 
• Decide whether you will coordinate or everyone will bring their  
 own tables and chairs, plates, cutlery and cups, beverages. If using  
 barbecues, who will bring them? 
• Institute a "use our own" bathroom policy so that home security is  
 maintained. 
• Decide if pets are allowed. 
• Be ready to oversee the clean up after the event. 
• You may wish to do an evaluation at the end of the event to  
 collect any new ideas. 

9.  ACTIVITIES DURING THE EVENT 
What should we do during the event? 

•  Visit and eat. Over the centuries, food has always had a very social  
 component in societies. 
• Games for kids (some organized, some they can plan themselves). 
• Take time to introduce one another and point to one’s house.  This  
 can be done in a game format. 
• Encourage the talent in your neighbourhood to come foward, such  
 as musicians or magicians.
• Have a camp fire.

Next Steps: Being a Neighbour

Block Party Tool adapted from edmonton.ca/residential_neighbourhoods/PDF/NeighbourhoodBlockPartyKit.pdf
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Thirty Days of Praying through the Neighbourhood
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Thirty Days of Praying through the Neighbourhood
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Thirty Days of Praying through the Neighbourhood
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Thirty Days of Praying through the Neighbourhood
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